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The Tyranny of Perfection
Reclaiming our human rhythms from the rigidity of machine ethics
By Marjorie Kelly
"Behind the masks
of these successful
lives, there lurks
disillusionment
and terror."
Marion
Woodman,
Addiction to
Perfection

Perfection is a
construct
appropriate to

ban bearings,
perhaps, or
microchips, but
not personalities
or bodies.
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here is a story of a samurai warrior-a
warrior known throughout the land as
both powerful and noble-who was
waited upon daily by his faithful servant.
Wishing only to protect and serve his
master, the servant one day reached out to brush a
flea from the samurai's back, whereupon the samu
rai turned and smote the servant with his sword,
killing him instantly. It was a matter of honor. Since
fleas are found only on animals, the servant had
insulted the great warrior by likening him to a mere
beast.
There is another story, more contemporary, of
a young woman I shall call Winn. She was an all
around athlete in high school-active in track,
tennis, and golf-and a brilliant student as well,
graduating near the head of her class. Her neigh
bors recalled seeing Winn on her daily twelve-mile
run, running like a deer, fluid and gorgeous. It was
years later that one of those same neighbors en
countered Winn on a ward for the mentally dis
turbed. She had become severely anorexic, a skele
ton with skin just covering her bones. Winn ate
barely enough to keep a bird alive-and she ate that
only under conditions that were "perfect": alone in
her room, the table facing the window, the food
arranged just so on a blue plate, served on a blue
tray, atop a blue table, with a blue napkin . Winn
ritually washed her hands before eating, took a cer
tain number of bites before putting her fork down,
and removed the skin from everything-chicken,
potatoes, even grapes. If the slightest detail was
wrong, the meal was tainted and she had to start
over: new food, new tray, everything.
Winn was taken off the ward at2 a.m. one night,
moved against her will to a hospital for intravenous
feeding. It was her psychiatrist's final attempt to
keep her alive. I asked, but the neighbor hadn't
heard, whether Winn survived.
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In their own way, both the warrior and the anorexic
offer fables about the tyranny of perfection. While
the warrior lashes out, denying his flaws by project
ing them outward, the anorexic takes her flaws in,
denying them by working obsessively to shrink and
eliminate them. While men go towaragainstothers,
women make war on their own bodies.
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We cling desperately to our image of perfec
tion-even as we lament that we can never fully
realize it, because, alas, we're only human. But
perfection, it seems to me, is not so much an
unreachable goal as it is a misguided one. The
problems we face are not mistakes, not horrible
flaws to be eliminated. They are instead the chal
lenges we need to keep us human, which is to say:
growing, changing, evolving.
Perfection is a construct appropriate to ball
bearings, perhaps, or microchips, bu t not personali
ties or bodies. Certainly not lives.
It's time we unseated perfection, revealed it for
what it is. For perfection, after all, is simply the end
point on a particular scale, just as indigo is the end
point on the scale of blue, or microscopic is the end
poin t on the scale ofsize. The concept ofperfection
defines a simple and specific characteristic: the
absence of flaw. It is the ultimate characteristic only
in a machine world.
Far from being unachievable, perfection is a
commonplace in modern life. Every internal com
bustion engine passing by at 55 m.p.h. has pistons
and valves functioning perfectly, thrusting and with
drawing thousands upon thousands of times per
minute, flawlessly. The computers we turn on every
morning have hundreds of thousands of bits of data
arrayed perfectly, our buildings have girders and
beams at perfect right angles, the glass in our
windows feels perfectly smooth.
Perfection is fundamental to modern technol
ogy-so pervasive as to be invisible. It is what makes
contemporary civilization possible. But in human
terms, the worship of perfection is inappropriate,
and ultimately destructive.
e are caught, today, in the ethics of
the machine: the ethos that names
any imperfection a failure, a break
down, a defect. In the pursuit of
perfection-the pursuit that mat
ters in a machine ethics-we reject all who are pow
erless, unattractive, impaired. Worse, we disown
those parts of ourselves that feel helpless, ugly,
incompetent.
In the ethics of the machine, there are only two
states: perfect and imperfect. Perfection is the ulti
mate. Everything else is bad, faulty, or wrong.

This is a good defini
tion oftyrann};'. And it is the
tyranny underwhich we live
our lives as professionals,
the tyranny we impose on
our work, our personalities,
our bodies.
It is as though we are
slaves under a foreign dicta
tor, rather than masters of
our own lives. "All day th e
mask,orpersona, performs
with perfect efficiency, but
when thejob is done, those
fre nzied, foreign rhythms
continue to dominate body
and being," Marion Wood
man writes in her book, Ad
diction to Perfection. 'When
our natural rhythms retreat
beneath the onslaught,
Woodman says, "the body,
like a beaten, neurotic, ter
rified animal, attempts to
persevere with the rhythms
totally foreign toits nature."
I know the horror of Photomontage fry Scott Mutter,
this foreign rhythm too well,
those nights I leave the office at 1 a.m., drive the
thirty minutes home, and fall into bed-my heart
pounding, blood pulsing in my veins, my body still
working, driving, pushing. Such nights, my energy
can remain captive to machine rhythm for hours.
And when I arise the next morning and drive the
thirty minutes back to work, I cringe sometimes as
I walk in to the building-as though dim bing in to a
pressure cooker.
It needn't be this way. There is a dawning
realization today-in me as in many others-that
there is another way to live a life, another way to run
a business: a new value system emerging. A new
ethics to replace the machine ethics. You might say
it is marked by a shift from strain to effortlessness,
from competitiveness to cooperation, from hatred
to acceptance. From machine to fully human.
This is the quiet revolution that is underway
today in business: adding back the human values
that have been lost in the relentless growth of the
machine culture. We will never eliminate machine
values, nor should we, for they are indispensable in
a technological age. It is those values, in fact, that
provide the solid foundation for human develop
ment. It is machine culture itself that provides the
comfort and health and security we require , if we
are to emerge into our fully human selves.
We can see the truth of this in our own compa
nies, where we need structures that provide order,
contracts that are valid , procedures that are reli
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able, before we can claim to treat people in truly
humane ways. If perfection is our most recent tyr
anny, the old tyranny of chaos is still very much with
us-and it too is an enemy of human growth and
unfoldment.
Machine ethics have been of immeasurable
value in the story of our culture. Without them, all
of us would still be battling malaria and plague and
pestilence, living under the old tyrannies that still
afflict too many in our world. The civilization that
the machine ethos has built is in many ways magnifi
cent. But it is not yet fully human .
Just as my own dreams are not fully human ,
when I think of them only in machine terms, the
terms of perfection: a successful business, financial
abundance, prominence in my career. These are
wonderful goals, worth attaining. But they are the
foundation of the good life, and not the life itself.
I am beginning, these days, to dream different
dreams-not replacing the old ones, but infusing
them with life. In these new and spacious fantasies ,
I find that what I really desire isn ' t just money, but
the freedom and time money brings. I want loose
time in my days, the freedom to write, and a cabin
to get away to. I want notjust a successful business,
but the chance to play within it, to be part of an
astonishing team. I want to know bliss in my days,
and to accept pain. I want to give voice to what's in
me. To trust life. To give up judgment for accep
tance. To love. To feel good . To enjoy. ~

It is machine
culture itself that
provides the
romfanand
health and
security we
require, if we are
to emerge into our
fully human
selves.
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